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SUOMEN T':\ ~T-rrN 
KlRJAS .. ..,O 

The Framework of, the. Bank of Finland's Moneta~ POlicy* 

by HEIKKI VALVANNE 

One can~ot, avoid forming,the impression that in recent 

years monetary policy discussion~ in Finlan~ have chiefly fo-
., 

cused on current short-term questions; the' longer-term prob-

"l~ms that the central bank has to face in pursuing ~ts monetary 

poliby and that should also form the background'ågåinst which its 

measures are appraised have been touched upon very infrequently. 

It is these long-term problems, that constitute the sUbject 

matter of my paper. 

My point of departure is the fact that the scope and 

tasks of the monetary policy of the Bank of Finland are essen

tially different today from what they'were 'sorne 20 or even 10 

years ago. It g6es without saying that the'Bank's traditional 

tasks - of which the most important iS, according to the Bank" s 

regulations, the maintenance of the stability of the internal 

and external value of the Finnmark -' have remained unchanged. 

But the general framework of monetary policy and its field of 

application have assumed certain novel features. 1 would like 

to emphasize three of them here. 

x A paper read at the meeting of the Finnish Economic Associa
tion (Kansantaloudellinen Yhdistys) on December 10, 1964, and 
later published in Finnish in Kansantaloudellinen aikakaus
kirja No. 1, 1965. 
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First of alI, 1 would call attention to the liberalization 

of foreign trade and payments that has taken place in this countrYe 

This has meant a shift from a closed to an open economy. In con

sequence, the economy's external liquidity, previously handled 

by means af regulation and controls, depends today decisively 

upon general monetary and fiscal policies. Since th~ government 

is determined to maintain the present degree of liberalization 

or to increase it, the central bank has to adapt its monetary· 

policy so as ta serve this purpose. 

Secondly, the acceleration af economic growth that has now 

been found necessary to ensure the rise of employment and the 

standard of living in the future has implied new tasks for 

monetary policy. In planning for economic development considera

tion has hitherto been given principally to the "real" precondi

tions of growth and the requisite re-allocation of resources. 

Growth policy involves, however, very difficult financing prob

lems as well: How can the available funds be channelled ta the 

sectors that are at once competitive and capable of growth? And 

how can these funds be increased? As 1 see it, realization of the 

plans for growth presupposes a rather far-reaching reform of the 

financial markets. The measures undertaken by the central bank 

should of course not only fit in with the endeavours designed to 

bring about such a reform but promote them actively. This, it 

seems to me, also impIies the assumption and introduction of new 

attitudes and lines of action in the Bank's monetary policy. 

The shift from a closed to an open economy also necessitates 

a third change in the sphere of monetary policy. As a result of 

the liberalization of foreign trade and payments our domestic 
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cyclical developments are more closely dependent upon cyclical 

developments abroad than previously. An active growth policy 

requires not only a re-allocation of resources to accelerate 

economic growth; but also an appropriate timing of the growth 

in order to preventcyclical fluctuations impeding the attainment 

of the long-term targets. For these two reasons the need for an 

active countercyclical policy has become increasingly imperative; 

and, hence, the countercyclical aspects have become increasingly 

important not only in fiscal but also in monetary policy. 

The most important traditional task of the Bank of Finland 
1 

is the maintenance of the internal and external stability of the 

currency. This is a precondition for the attainment of the 

liquidity, growth and countercyclical targets just mentioned. 

But the tasks are so demanding as to ca11 for other active measures 

as well. The special question the central bank is faced with is 

in fact the following: How can these goals be reached without 

simultaneously bringing about an inflationary increase in total 

demand? 

It is against this background that I propose to put forward 

certain personal opinions on the monetary policy of the Bank of 

Finland and the prospects for Success of such policies. I shall 

first describe the structure of the Finnish financial markets and 

their institutional setting, as well as the monetary instruments 

now available and their effects. I shall also present some inter-

country comparisons, which I find necessary,because in monetary 

policy discussions in Finland - even when such discussions are 

academic - one fundamental fact is frequently forgotten: the 

behaviour of financial markets in this country is, by and large, 
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different from that in other western countries - and also dif

ferent from the behaviour commonly described in the literature 

dealing with monetary policy and monetary theory. Yet the centre 

of gravity in my paper does not lie in this descriptive part: 

my intention is also to put forward views on how and in what way 

our financial markets and their insti t utional framework should be 

developed in order to make our entire monetary system better able 

to perform thetasks outlined above that are likely to become 

increasingly demanding in the next few years. 

The Framework of the Bank of Finland's Monetary Policy~ as 

Viewed in the Light of the Bank's Balance Sheet 

The fol10wing figures of the Bank's balance sheet before 

the war ~ in 1938; before the last deva1uation p ·in mid-September 

1957; and at the end of November 3 1964 3 elucidate the framework 

for the Bank's operations from a certain ang1e. The balance sheet 

as presented here consists of a few net items: the Bank's net 

foreign assets 3 advances to firms~ net credit to the government 

and monetary institutions; and notes in circu1ation and equity 

capital combined. The residua1 item "other claims H on the assets 

side thus consists of domestic bonds and coin. As the price 

level has risen 26-fo1d between 1938 and this year 3 the figures 

have all been expressed in 1964 prices through inflating them by 

the price index of net domestic product. 
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The Bank of Finland Net Balance Sheet~' at 1964 Prices 

mill. mk 

Dee. 31~ 
1938 

Sept 0 14, 
1957 

Nov. 30~ 
1964 

Assets 

Net foreign assets 848 170 922 
Advances to firms 257 400 107 
Advances to the state 170 
Advances to monetary institutions 305 400 
other claims 128 25 42 

Total 1 233 1 070 1 471 

Liabilities 

Debt 
Debt 

Notes 

to the state, 51 1 

to monetary institutions 180 
in circulation and equity 1 002 1 070 1 470 

Total 1 233 1 070 1 471 

Marked structural changes have taken place in the balance 

sheet during the period under consideration. In 1938 the net 

foreign assets~ that is~ the net gold and foreign exchange hold-, 

ings, amounted to two-thirdsof the total, and both the state and 

monetary institutions had net claims on the Bank of Finland. By 

the eve of the 1957 devaluation the gold and foreign exchange 

holdings had fallen to 17 per cent of the balance sheet total; 

by far the largest proportion of the note issue was in the form 

of advances to firms and banks; and the advances to the govern-

ment were exactly equal to the gold and foreign exchange reserves. 

By now the foreign exchange holdings have risen again to almost 

two-thirds of the net balance sheet total~ but advances to banks 

continue to be the second largest itemo 

The most important observation 1 wish to make concerning the 
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above figures is that the foreign exchange reserve and the banks' 

debt to the central bank~ that is~ mainly rediscounting 3 are 

interrelated magnitudes. It can be maintained that precisely the 

relatively ~arge foreign exchange reserve made possible the high 

liquidity of the banks before the waro It may be maintained~ 

correspondingly~ that today the banks' large indebtedness to the 

central bank is very directly related to the relatively small 

size of the foreign exchange reserve. 

This interdependence 3 it seems to me 3 indicates that the 

alleged conflict between the Bank of Finland's monetary policy 

and the credit policy of the banks iS 3 in the last analysis 3 

merely apparent. 1 propose to elaborate my point in somewhat 

greater detail. The liabilities side of the balance sheet consists 

chiefly of notes in circulation 3 and it continues to grow gradual-

ly as the need for, cash increases along with rising national in

come. Since the two sides of the balance sheet are necessarily 

equa1 3 total assets must rise at the same rate as notes in 

circulat~on. Hence 3 the banks cannot eliminate their rediscounting 

debt to the central bank save through an economic policy that 

causes some other asset item in the balance sheet to increase. It 

is of course evident tha't this cannot take place abruptly the 
fi 

indebtedness is indeed as high as some 400 million marks. How 3 

then 3 could th~ goal be attained? It is unlikely that the Bank of 

Finland would increase its credits to private firms in the future. 

This line of activitY3 now a historical relic 3 has been abandoned 

by and large. The granting of credits to the Treasury is not 3 

according to the Bank's regulations 3 among its tasks; and the 

stipulations concerning the cover of bank notes make it impossible 
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for this kind ofcredit to attain large dimensions even in 

exceptional circumstances. Nor can the item "other claims" rise 

at a rapid rate~ because the markets for bonds are limited - a 

point that I shall return to in a later context. Thus 3 the only 

realistic alternative is a policy leading to an increasing 

foreign exchange re.serve ana. to a corresponding decline in re

discounts. It can consequently be claimed that 3 generally speaking, 

those measures which increase the foreign exchange reserve bring 

about a simultaneous decline in rediscounts. Conversely, those 

measures conducive to diminished rediscounts also increase the 

foreign exchånge reserve" The relationship between the two 

magnitudes is thus one of interdependence. 

ConsequentlY3 it is in the interests of both the Bank of 

Finland and the private banking institutions to increase the 

foreign exchange reserve s since it 1s almost exclusively in this 

way that the banks can rid themselves of their large rediscounting 

debt. But how, exactlY3 can this,goal be achieved? Now it should 

be borne in mind that the development of the external liquidity 

depends essentially upon total demand, which in turn depends 

largely upon the supply of central bank money. Through curbing 

the supply of central bank money it is possible for the Bank of 

Finland to decelerate the rise in total demand and its materiali

zation in rising imports, and 3 thus, to prevent a further decline 

in the external liquidity. But inspection of the balance sheet 

figures reveals, on the other hand, that the compon3nt of the 

supply of central bank money that the Bank of Finland is able to 

influence directly is almost exclusively rediscounts. Since 

rediscounts are high and the other instruments at the central 

bank"s disposal are less efficlent - a point 1 shall return to 
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later - it is only natural that the instrument employed by the 

Bank of Finland has so far been expressly its rediscount policy. 

The Need for and Possibilities of Restoring the Liquidity of the 

Banks 

After these considerations regarding the Bank of Finland/s 

net balance sheet there naturally arises this heretical question: 

1s it, then, necessary or appropriate for us 3 in the prevailing 

circumstances or in the next few years, to endeavour to reduce 

the banks/ rediscounts and increase our foreign exchange reserves? 

What primarily gives rise to this question is that, as far as 1 

am aware, alI the long-term plans drawn up in recent years have 

led to the pessimistic conclusion that the balance of payments 

deficit will actually tend to increase, and that any surplus is 

not even in sight~ 

The situation may not, however, be as hopeless as that. 1t 

seems quite obvious that growth policy forecasts assuming con

tinued balance of payments deficits are unrealistic - in point of 

fact, the policies they imply would be impossible to carry outo 

Today our foreign exchange reserve covers 2 1/2 months/ import 

demand. Our chances of obtaining foreign credits are limited -

and the larger the deficits in the balance of payments and in 

publie finance, implied by our plans for growth policy, the less 

prepared will other countries be to assist us through capital 

,exports. Finland/s foreign debt has more than doubled over the 

past five years; thus, the amount of foreign exchange we need 

for the annual interest and amortization payments has risen 

substantially. For alI these reasons it is necessary for us to 
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pursue. our growth policy in such a way as to maintain our ex

ternal liquidity - as 1 see the matter~ there 1s no other 

alternative. 

But it 1s not enough that the foreign exchange reserve 

retains its present size; as 1 demonstrated~ the reserve should 

be augmented in order for the banks to eliminate their rediscounts. 

This is due in turn to the harmful effects resulting from a large 

rediscounting debt. As an economist I/d Iike to put the matter in 

this way: a continually sizeable rediscoupting debt is an indi

cation that the demand for credit in the country continues to 

exceed the supply of credit at the prevaiIing prices - and 1 

expressly emphasize the qualification "at the prevailing prices 1t
• 

This imbalance in the credit market tends~ in turn~ to channel the 

available funds to uses and purposes that cannot, in my oplnion, 

meet the requirements of a growth policy restrained by the 

country's weak external liquidity. 

The significance and purpose of these propositions will be

come increasingly clear as 1 proceed. Before elucidating these 

topics further, 1 shall, however~ return to the assertion that 

in this country the demand for credit continues to exceed the 

supply of credit at the prevaiIing pricesG In principIe$ there 

are three ways to restore the balance: through reducing the 

demand for credit; or through altering the prevailing price 

for credit, that is, the rate of interest and the index clauses. 

It goes without saying that the balancing of the credit market 

is primarily the task of the Bank of Finland 3 which has to serve 

as banker to the banks. How far the Bank of Finland is able to 

achieve this task depends upon the monetar'y and credi t j.nstruments 
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at its disposal~ and upon the existence of these i?struments~ 

their scope and their efficiency. I propose to consider these 

points for a while. 

The Monetary and Credit Policy Instruments of the Bank of Finland 

and Their Effects 

I shall start with the interest rate policY3 which has 

occupied a central role in discussions during recent years. 

There may be reason to recall at first how the rate of interest 

is a~tually determined in this country - as a matter of fact~ it 

seems that alI are not clearly aware how this takes place. It 

should be stated 5 first of al1 3 that what i<s called the official 

discount rate of the Bank of Finland has little influence on the 

determination of the interest rates in general ~ for the official 

rate of interest is that which the Bank appIies only to its direct 

credits to private firms. By contrast~ the basic rate of interest 

applied ta rediscounts is af real significance. 'Ilhis is the 

interest rate - the bank rate - applied in granting credits ta 

the monetary institutions rediscounting bills at the Bank of 

Finland - that is, the commercial banks and the Central Bank af 

the Cooperative Credit Societies. The present rate~ as established 

by the Bank Supervisars appointed by the Parliament~ is 7 per 

cent. It is evident that this interest rate cannat possibly be 

sufficient to equilibrate the demand far credit by the commercial 

banks during inflatian - last year~ for instance~ the price level 

went up abaut 10 per cent. To prevent the commercial banks' 

demand for credit from the central bank becaming indefinitely 

large, the Bank of Finland has set a ceiling for the rcdiscounts. 
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And to reduce the banks' willingness to bring their rediscounts 

even up to this ceiling, progressive penalty interest rates have 

been applied; when the rediscounts approach the ceiling, the 

penalty rate of interest reaches 4 per cent. At the upper limit 

the rediscount rate thus equals 7 + 4 = 11 per cent. 

In Sweden the corresponding rediscount rate is at present 

9 per cent, and in Denmark it varies between 12 1/2 and 13 1/2 

per cent. Two further important points should also be taken into 

consideration. In the two last-mentioned countries the central 

bank only grants credits to private banks against bonds or securi

ties, and the credits granted do not of course amount to 100 per 

cent of the value of these papers. Secondly, in recent years the 

price level in these two countries has risen far less rapidly than 

in Finland, so that an equilibrium between the demand for and 

supply of credit can be achieved through a lower rate of inter

est than in Finland. 

But the Bank of Finland not only regulates the commercial 

banks' debt to the central bank through its rediscount rates and 

ceilings: it also directly dictates the average-lending rate 

applied by the commercial banks. The Bank of Finland has stipulated 

'that the weighted average rate of interest on the loans granted 

by the commercial banks must not exceed 7 per cent. This is simply 

because, if the commercial banks were free to establish their 

lending rates, they would pass on the total penalty rates of 

interest to their customers through raising their interest rates, 

in addition to which they would earn a net profit from the propor

tion of their credits they finance through rediscounts at the basic, 

7 per cent rate.At present the Bank of Finland actually permits 
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the commercial banks to grant a small proportion of their 

credits at a higher rate though even this must not exceed 8 

per cent; but the banks have to grant other credits at rates 

lower than 7 per cent$ so that the weighted average of the 

lending rates is at the most 7 per cent. 

AlI this only applies to the banks red1scounting bills at 

the Bank of Finland; the Bank of Finland cannot dictate the 

terms at which the other banks - the savings banks and the 

cooperative credit societies - grant creditse In practice$ 

however$ the latter apply the same terms as the commercial 

banks: competition through interest rates 1s no longer practiced 

by the. Finnish banking institutions$ and the Bank of Finland has 

made it clear that it is in favour of the same interest rates 

being applied by the various types of monetary institution. 

Thus, the interest rate structure applied by the monetary 

institutions is not tldeterminedT! by market forces~ the Bank of 

Finland directly determines it. In the last analysis, it is not 

the Board of Management of the Bank of Finland that has the 

authority to decide on these matters, but, rather, the Bank 

Supervisors appointed by Parliament. It is the basic rate and 

the penal ty rates af interest, established by the Bank Super-· 

visors, that actually determine the limits the Board of Manage

ment of the Bank of Finland can lay down for the interest rates 

applied by the private bankso For the sake of completeness, it 

should be stated that - as far as other interest rates are 

concerned - it is the government that decides on the rates of 

interest on state bonds and bonds issued by private firms. As 

far as I am aware, the only group of credit institutions outside 
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the publie sector that is free to establish its lending terms 

is that of the insurance companies. 

In the course of the years the monetary institutions have 

frequently suggested that a more active interest rate policy be 

pursued by the Bank of Finland. It has'been emphasized, above 

alI, that interest rates should be raised during the periods of 

cyclical upswing and inflation. I shall make use of this opportu

nity to consider the Bank's interest rate policy, for this topic 

is rather closely related to my themee 

It should be recalled, first, that any rise in the rates of 

interest presupposes a decision taken by the Bank Supervisors. 

Thus~ variations in the rate of interest are possible - or have 

at least so far been possible - within rather narrow limits only. 

Thus the Board of Management of the Bank has in fact been rather 

reluctant to employ the "interest rate weapon lt
• A number of 

arguments may be adduced to explain this. 

As regards increasing the interest rate to curb inflation 

it is obvious that the more powerful the inflation~ the steep

er should the rise in the rate of interest be. At present the 

interest rate is 7 per cent, and the price level has risen at 

an annual rate of some 10 per cent this year. Evidently, then, 

an increase in the rate of interest by a couple of percentage 

points would only have a negligible effect on the increase in 

total demand. It could serve as an warning signal, but that is 

about allo 

Moreover, in Finland the effects of a rise in the rate of 

interest are very different from what they are in more developed 

countries. For the present at least, it is not at alI necessary 
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in Finland to take account of the effects of the changes in the 

interest rate upon short-term foreign capital movements~ so far 

there has been no inflow of such capital into Finland~ nor does 

any country hold the Finnmark as a reserve currency. By contrast~ 

in many other countries one of the most important motives for 

chanses in the interest rate - and often the most important 

motive - is an attempt to prevent an inflow or outflow of for

eign capital. Here 1 only refer to the latest rise of the Bank 

Rate in England. 

"Another moti ve totally absent in Finland is the expected 

effect upon the bond portfoltos of the monetary :lnsti tutions. 

In countries wi th vTell-developed financial markets., a rise in 

the bank rate immediately leads to a fall in bond prices. This 

makes the banks less willing to sell their bond.s or to acquire 

credit against ·them - for if tlJ.ey d.id~ they would suffer capital 

losses or receive less credit than before ,. Since in such countries 

the on1y feasible way for the banks to acquire money is through 

se11ing securities or acquiring credit against them from other 

banks or the central bank~ a rise in the interest rate 1eads to 

the desired tightening in the financial markets. This does not 

happen in Fin1and~ since the Finnish banks do not have 1arge 

bond portfolios; in the absence of buyers they could not even 

se11 the bonds they haveo In point of fact s a portfolio policy 

cannot be spoken of in the case of the Finnish bankso 

Third1y., a considerable proportion of Finnish bonds bears 

interest at a val""iab1e rate which is tied to the interest rate 

on deposits. It goes without saying that a change in the interest 

rate cannot influence the prices of s11ch bonds" 
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And there is a fourth point not to be forgotten~ the 

interest on loans is dedueible 1n taxation. ThJ_s appIies to 

firms and private persons alike" the only exeeption being that" 

in loeal government and church taxatiol1..9 the j_nterest paid on 

mortgage loans is only dedueible up -Co a maximum af 2 000 markse 

As the total rate of eorporate ineome taxation is 58 per eent" 

and the marginal ineome tax rate of private persons ranges from 

about 35 to 60 per eent!, it is easily understood why a rise in 

the rate 0f interest eannot have a:'1Y great impaet upon anyone " s 

deeisions to borrow or ]_nvest; for it is merGly about half 01' 

the rise that one has to pay oneself. Tt seems ta me that no 

attention has so far been glven to the deduction of intercst 

in diseussing the Bank" s in1cereBt rate pol::Ley. 

Tt ean eonsequently be maintained that the level of interest 

rates and expeetations coneern::i.ng it - .which 1n other eountries 

so deeic.edly influenee the portfolio p01ic~Les of the banks.9 

entrepreneurs and privnte persons - have not at alI the same 

significanee in Fi}~lland" ltJha:c remcdns" OIl the othGr hand" ls 

the influence af the changes in the ~Lnterest rs,-:;e u~Jon priees. 

Housebuilding.9 for example., 1s largely financed through borrow·

ing; as a result., a rise in the rate of interest automatically 

raises rents .- 1n new and old houses alike. It also tends ta 

increase certain other prices.9 so that one consequence 1s 

invariably a rise in the cost-of-lj_ving inde:L~ - w:!J.ich is lik2ly 

to prompt demands for addj_ tional wage inere2.ses. 

On these grounds., i t seems to me; Olle nrJ_st acimi t that 

the use of the tnterest rate as a policy instrun:en.t yields ~el·

ati vely poor results -- for the presellt 0 Al1.other c10sely associ-
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ated fact is that~ in Finland, the central bank also lacks an-

other instrument, open market operations, which in more develop-

ed countries are one of the most important tools of monetary 

policy. This is so because there are no actual bond and'security 

markets in Finland: bonds and shares are commonly acquired when 

they are issued, and the former are usually held until they 

matures Lending by the monetary institutions takes place~ with 

very minor exceptions, in other forms than through the purchase 

of bearer bonds, so that these securities are not negotiable. 

Since there are no markets and the monetary institutions do not 

pursue any portfolio policy, there cannot possibly be any security 

prices, either, that the Bank of Finland could influence through 

changes in the interest rate. True, there is the Helsinki Stock 

Exchange, but it would be wholly impossible for the Bank of 

Finland to operate through it in the present circumstances: the 

annual turnover of the Stock Exchange is no more than 30 million 

marks - which is equal to a single medium-sized government issue. 

It is obvious that should the Bank of Finland attempt to buy or 

sell bonds in large quantities on the Stock Exchange, the result 

would be a very sharp change in the quotations. The Bank's 

transactions in bonds have in fact been confined to forward 

transactions with the monetary institutions; but these have 

been credit operations, technically somewhat simpler than re-

discounting, rather than open market operations. 

Thus 1 have briefly outlined the institutional framework 
the 

within which/Bank of Finland's monetary instruments can be 

applied. What other possibilities the Bank has for pursuing 

monetary policies depends upon its ability to use pressure and 
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persuasion. The Bank cannot pursue any liquidity policy, because 

cash reserve regulations of the kind presupposed by such policy 

are lacking: thepresent legislative provisions concerning the 

cash reserves of mo.l!-etary institutions have no significance for 

monetary policy, since they are mainly intended to ensure the 

solvency of these institutionso Moreover, the provisions are 

wholly out-of-date and lack uniformity, but these shortcomings 

may be rectified after the present Bank Law Committee has ·sub

mitted its reporto Hitherto the central bank's liquidity policy 

has been based solely upon voluntary cash reserve agreements con

cluded with the banks on two occasions, first for the period 

1955-56 and then for the period 1961-62. The resu1ts were poor, 

however. This was evidenced, for example, by the cash reserve 

deposits at the Bank of Finland never rising higher than some

what over 70 million new marks during either period. This was 

not enough to prevent the banks expanding their lending opera

tions during the upswing to any substantial extent, nor could 

it have any appreciable expansionary effect upon total demand 

during the downswing. 1 would like to mention, finally, that the 

opportunities open to the Bank of Finland to pursue so-ca11ed 

selective credit policies are very 1imited; that is, its 

possibilities of channe11ing the lending of the private banks 

in certain directions. The Bank might of course try to dictate 

such conditions while the commercia1 banks are in debt to it 

and dependent upon it. But this wou1d amount to discrimination 

between the commercial banks and other types of banks - and 

the Bank's wishes could hardly in any case be made effective 

as far as insurance companies are concerned. 
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This accoun'c of the monetary instruments and their employ

ment could be summed up by stati::l€:; that the Bank of Finland 

does not have at 1 ts d~.sposal alI the means presupposed by the 

orthodox theory of central banking; and that it also lacks the 

unorthodox instruments and powers the central banJc.., alone or in 

conjunction wj. th the tjover:nment.., has been provided wi th in one 

country after another. On the other hand.., the institutional 

strUCture of the F:i..nnish financial markets c,nd the specj.al 

features peculiar to theiT' work:J.ng has resulted in the ei'fects 

af the orthodox instruments at the Bank" s disposal bej.ng anything 

but orthoclox. 

The Me20ns and Measures for the Accomplishment af the NevJ 'l.' 2;sks 

.f2!- l\1onetary P~lic:t 

In the :.E'o:cegoing 1 endeavau:c'ed to sketch a p1cture of the 

ilbehaviour 1f of central banking ::Ln the Finnish circuIllstances. 

Novi 1 proceed to cons1der!J' against this background;, the three 

problerns 1 mentioned at the beginning~ What can the central 

bank do - :i.n addition ta fulfilling its othel' tradi.tional 

functions - ta ensure the country"s external liqui6ity under 

the circumstances of an open ecanomy; ta help to channel the 

available i'unds to fields capable 01" growth and development; 

ane. to rnake a contribution towards countercycJ.J.cal pol:i.cies? 

It may be liiell to state at the very outset t~lat the part 

played by the Bank of :;:vinland cannot;J as EI, ruIe.., be a primary 

one, for the tasks concerned fall only in part within the 

splJ.ere of monetary policyo The goveJ::nment"s role ::i.s de8isive~ 

~:()VJ iJl;.ccessful we are going to be in accomplishing the tasks 
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concerned depends upon the general economic pOliey, and upon 

budgetary policies in particular. Here 1 only mention budgetary 

policies. On the other hand, it is necessary for me to delve 

somewhat more thoroughly into taxation policies. 

Though·the Bank of Finland cannot possibly play a primary 

role in the fields concerned, it is able to influence the course 

of events considerably through its monetary and credit policies. 

Moreover, it is always possible for the Bank to introduce PrO

posals and recommendations concerning economic reforms 5 and to 

call attention to the need for such reforms. In my opinion 3 such 

proposals and recommendations are of much significance in the 

questions that 1 now set out to consider. 

Countercyclical Policies 

1 propose to start from countercyclical policies - a field 

in which there have been greater advances than in the other two 

fieldso In 1960 the government appointed 3 at the Bank's initiative, 

a committee for investigation of thepossibilities of regulating 

hire-purchase operations. As a result 5 a law concerning the terms 

of hire-purchase transactions was adopted by Parliament toward 

the end of 1962. According to this law 5 the government is 

authorized to fix, if the Bank of Finland so proposes, the 

down-payment and the maximum period of repayment when this is 

necessary for ensuring monetary stability or the country's 

external balance. The Bank suggested such regulation for the 

first time this autumn on the hiretpurchase terms of passenger 

carS; however 5 it did not prove necessary to resort to the law, 

since the importers and dealers conceded to agree on a tighten-
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tEg af the hire-.. purcr.:.ase terms that the Bank regarded as suf-

fici8ut at this stage. 

Early in 1963 three bills praviding for countercyclical 

policies were prepared at the Bank of Flnland" and the govern--

ment submitted these bills to Parliament late in the summer of 

the same year, IJ:1he bills a1med at a thoroug~ revisi.on of the 

iIlveS'Cme!.lt·~·func1 system; t~1e establishment of a state employment 

fune.; andspecial L~eposlts to be made by bankG vrLth the Bank 

of 5~inl2nd 0 The first bill Taas passGd oy Parl:Lament in the 

sp:c'1ng of this year 0 It PTOV~:.C~&S a stroTlger :Lncenti ve for firms 

to post-;yono thei.r tnve3tmen.ts :!:~=-"an1 per:Loc~s 0:[" ups,:qing and boam 

the bill 

concern1ng the establj_shm.ent af a state EmploYJ1l(~nt Fund -wauld 

oblj_ge the gO\Ternmen'c to accumuls,J:;e reserves :1.12. years of high 

sm)loyment" vihj_ch could be llsed. to finance the in8reasing 

ezpendi tllres for the main-:.:;eJ:!..a:nce ef employment during rece;3stons. 

1n the tvJO systems considsratJ.on has been g:Lven to the mone'tary 

policy aspects" :Ln that both the trar..sfers to the employment 

fund.s and ::;:>art of the investment funds should be deposited with 

tn.e Bank of F:1.n2.and. The third proposal s dealing wi th special 

c1eposi ts by ban!.cs wi th the B2.nl;:: of F'~_nland.3 aims at the stabili-

zation af the price level ana. ensurance 01' the country":3 e:x-.ternal 

liquidi ty in such a way that c:~edi.t expans=.on and the d(:te:v.<.·' 

o:;:.,::::tic~. of the b2Yl...kS" liquidity c0ul d 'De kept in check during 

periods of upsw~ng by obliging tnem to deposit funds on special 

accour:.ts V-lj_ th the Bank of F5 .. nl and. The cash reserves would be 

l'"'efunöed ta the ba~'!2(s dur.'ing periods of dOi;.,r:r1SVv-iYlg.? 30 as to 

increc.se the bank~) " lending capa2i ty and.? hence:J to revi ,Te 
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production and employment. According t,o the opinion of the Bank 

of Finland~ these countercyclical measures would together 

provide the government and the Bank with sufficient means for 

pursuing countercyclical policies efficient enough to achieve 

the targets aimed ato The proposals concerning the State Em-

ployment Fund and special deposits to be made by banks have not 

yet been passed by Parliament. The latter bill will be taken 

up for consideration first; and 3 as far as I am aware~ the 

banks' official attitude toward it is favourable. 

I already mentioned - in passing - that in recent years 

the Bank of Finland has also used its direct lending to firms 

as an instrument of countercyclical policy. In 1963~ a system 

of delivery credits for the metal and engineering industries was 

introduced on the Bank's initiative; and the Bank instituted 

a similar system for the delivery of vessels in cooperation with 

the State 3 the Post Office Savings Bank and the National Pensions 

Institute. The two systems implied the granting of credits up 

to a total of 120 million marks to engineering establishments 

and shtpyardsD As far as I am aware, these arrangements have 

been found satisfactory by alI the parties concerned: they 

have helped the firms in the fields concerned to pass the pe_ 

tiod when orders and employment were on a low level and their 

chances of receiving credits from the banks were small. Similar 3 

though shorter-term, credit support for the financing of grain 

transactions has been provided by the Bank of Finland where this 

has proved"necessary because of the limited lending possibility 

of the banks or exceptional circumstances peculiar to the grain 

trade. 
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As I see it:; the additional tasks imposed by counter

cyclical policies upon the Bank"s monetary policy can be dis

charged quite satisfactorily by means of the four acts mentioned" 

in conjunction with the Bank"s own countercyclical credit 

measures- under the proviso:; of course:; that the bills mentioned 

are adopted by Parliament. 

The above acts and bills providing for cou:O.tercyclical 

policies serve in themselves this goal too. It goes withaut 

saying that if excess demand is kept ln check during perioC'..s 

of upswing and boam" this also amounts to a retardation of the 

rise in imports and in the cost level of the export industries" 

and that both of these have a favourable influence on the 

balance of payrnents ~ These measures are not J however" suffj_cient 

for counteracting the trend shown by the balance of payments on 

current accounto It seems that only a single general monetary 

~Lnstrument is here available ~ the demand for credi t shou1d be 

kept in checl{ to such an extent 'chat the rise in the' demaDd for 

imports could be curbed in some degree. This kind of credit 

policy is also of assistance in creating conditions that would 

provide firms with an inoentive to improve their international 

competitiveness. But other" aoti7e measures shou1d alsa be 

undertaken to reduce c:c e1iminate the b8.lance ef payments deflcit -

measures that would directJy or indirectly enable firms ta 

expand exports and com!Jete more effecti vely ,\,.)'i th imports 0 In 

this way it would be possible to increase the country"s foreign 

Gxchange earnings and J on the other hand" reduce its foreign 
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exchange expenditure. 

Measures of this kind do not actually come within the scOpe 

of central banking. The Bank of Finland has, however, been rather 

active in this sphere too; for instance, the export credit and 

export credit guarantee systems - which are now firmly established 

were created at the Bank's initiative. Another line of 

activity is the promotion of the inflow of foreign capital to 

Finland~ foreigners are induced. to make investments in Finnish 

firms or to establish new firms in Finland. At present, this 

topic is being investigated by a committee appointed for this 

purpose. The principal point presupposing government action is 

the following~ the taxation of foreign investments should be 

altered so as to bring it to an equal footing with the taxation 

of domestic enterpriseso As is well known, the Bank has also 

endeavoured to acquire and transmit foreign credits to Finnish 

firms - especially firms capable of exports. To ,this end certain 

credit institutions have been re-organized, notably the Teollis

tamisrahasto (Industrialization Fund). 

Growth Policy and the Reform of the Financial Markets 

There is another way to maintain and improve our external 

liquidity in the long run, and this is associated with the third 

of the tasks 1 mentioned~ the financing of growth. When 1 proceed 

to this topic 1 shall pay no regard to the questions concerning 

the acceleration of the growth of the country's capital stock -

how to increase the propensity to save or how ta increase the 

ratio of investment to the national income are, in my opinion, 

topics to be discussed elsewhere, in connection with our economic 
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policy as a whole. 1 shall only examine on the possibilities 

we have, within the limits set by the funds available at present 

and their present rate of growth, to finance our growth policyo 

1 would like to point out, however, that if it turns out that the 

rate of saving cannot be substantially increased from its present 

level, the financing of growth will depend on the solution of 

the question to be considered hereo 

The basic problem is how the funds available are channelled 

to the use of production. As this capital is limited in quantity, 

a policy aiming at increased production presupposes that it be 

employed more efficiently than before through channelling it to 

the fields where productivity is the highest possible. From the 

standpoint of the financing of growth this impIies, in my opinioD J 

that funds should be withdrawn from production where the 

possibilities for growth are tapering off, and from undertakings 

that are uncompetitive in the sense of not meeting the normal 

profitability criteria, and from uses amounting to waste from 

an economic point of viewo These funds should find their way, in 

accordance with economic profitability criteria, to fields that 

are capable of growth and even internationally competitive. 

1 thus come to a set of topics which 1 have discussed, in 

collaboration with Mr. Jaakko Lassila, in three rather extensive 
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articles this autumn&l Since the three articles and the present 

paper form a kind of whole whose parts are only comprehensible 

against the background of this whole~ a brief restatement of the 

views we have put forward is called for. 

In our opinion, the principal solution to the problem of 

re-channeling the available funds lies in increasing the mobility 

of funds - and increasing it very substantially. This in turn 

presupposes rather thoroughgoing changes in the structure and 

functions of the financial markets and, also, in the taxation 

to which financial transactions and the firms are subjected. Our 

present financial market system is quite obviously underdeveloped; 

frankly speaking, it is incapable of serving the tasks imposed 

upon it by growth policy. 

The principal source of distortion is the taxation policy 

of the government~ this policy forms an obstacle to the achieve-

ment of the general economic targets the government i-tself has 

set. The Finnish tax laws have come into existence through piece-

1. HEIKKI VALVANNE & JAAKKO LASSILA Leimaverotus ja rahamarkki
nain kehittämispyrkimykset (Stamp Duties and the Development 
of the Credit Market; with an English summary), The Economic 
Survey of the Cooperative Credit Society Organization 3/1964; 
HEIKKI VALVANNE & JAAKKO LASSILA Rahoitusmarkkinaimme uudis
tustarve rahansijoittajain kannalta (The Need for Reform of 
the Finnish Capital Market Viewed from the Investor's Angle)9 
Kansallis-Osake-Pankki Economic Review 4/1964; HEIKKI VAL
VANNE & JAAKKO LASSILA The Taxation of Business Enterprises 
and the Development of Financial Markets in Finland, Institute 
for Economic Research 3 Bank of Finland 3 Series D:4, Mimeo
graphed 'Studies, February 1965, (an English translation of 
"Yritysten verotus ja rahoitusmarkkinoiden kehittäminenft 

), 

Liiketaloudellinen Aikakauskirja IV/1964. See also~ HEIK
KI VALVANNE & JAAKKO LASSILA P.M. Pääomamarkkinoiden kehit
tämisestä, (A memorandum concerning the Development of the 
Finnish Capital Market), a statement of opinion given to the 
Economic Council on October 93 1964 (mimeographed). 
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meal deeisions taken over the eourse of years, without any 

attempt having ever been made to eonsider their eeonomie 

appropriateness and overall eonsequenees. 1 shall only quote 

two examples here and refer once more to our three artieles. 

The stipulations eoneerning distributed profits, depreeiation 

allowanees and the valuation of fixed assets are sueh as to 

eneourage - if not to eompel .'- firms to retain their profi ts 

in the undertaking and, in addi tion., to make j_nvestments mainly 

or solely on the ground that they are profitable for the firm 

beeause of eonsiderations of taxation. Just as our. previous sales 

tax system gave birth to the so-ealled l! sales-tax .. ·orientated 

firmsl1~ the present ineome and wealth taxation provides an 

indueement for "taxation orientated investmentsl!o Rational 

growth poliey would imply, by eontrast;; that investments should 

follow an eeonomie o:.'::"'der of priority - and if investments 

lmporta:i.1.t aeeording to this eriterion. eannot be made within the 

firm itself, the funds eoneerned should be ehannelled to free 

markets anct, vj_a these:J to enterprises and seetors eapable of 

growth. - Coneurrently the ineome taxation and stamp duties have 

yieldeCl. a si tuation where the finaneing strueture of the firms 

rests on an unsound basis in general and falls short of interna

tional s-candards - ineidentally:; this has me,rkee.ly inereased 

the diffieulties of Finnish f'irms to raise eredits abroad. In 

point of faet~ for reasons of taxation ftnancing through equity 

eapital is the most expensi ve fo~:'rr. of finanee; the use of bond 

loans is somewhat eheaper, and the employment of short-term bank 

loans is the eheapestn Provided that some econom~c goals are 

striven for through taxation, it would seem Teasonable to subjeet 
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these different types af financing to equitable treatment, 

so that the differences between the current interest rates 

would determine which of them is the most advantageous for 

firms. 

-,--- - ------. 

There are other factors making for disorder in the financial 

markets: namely, the freezing of interest rates and an almost 

total lack of differentiation, in combination with continued 

inflation. As interest ispaid on short-term and long-term loans 

at the same rate, long-term credi ts, tOO:1 are n(:g:)tiated in 

the form of short-term bills which are constantly renewed. This 

is obviously a drawback from the viewpoint of both the firms' 

financial structure and the credit institutions' portfolio 

policy. Differentiation of interest rates hardly occurs, save 

in one form: the government offers credit terms definitely 

better than any other borrowers; and this of course only tends 

to increase the imbalance in the financial markets and reduce 

the mobility of funds. The low lending rates, in combination 

with the deductibility of interests in taxation, actually mean, 

during periods of inflation, that the financing of almost any 

real investment whatsoever through credits will prove profitab~eo 

Only the 100 per cent index-tied, tax-exempt IIA-deposits" and 

certain government bonds are competitive alternatives. This in 

turn shows that a defective and inconsistent application of the 

index clause in claims specified in terms of money tends to 

direct funds to assets providing a hedge against inflation 

and providing against it in the most effective way possible; 

and this need not necessarily have to do anything with the order 

of importance of these investments from, say, the viewpoint of 
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growth. 

These examples~ in combination with my previous observations 

on the interest rate policy, may suffice to show why our financial 

markets function so imperfectly - though it may be too pretentious 

to term them Tlmarkets lt
• 1 proceed to restate some of the'opinions~ 

presented by Lassila and myself~ as to the direction in which 

our financial markets should be developed and what kinds of 

revision appear to us as worthy of consideration, 

For the present the demand exceeds the supply of loanable 

f"ll.nds. One target could consequently be an attempted increase 

in the supply. Particular stress should be placed on increasing 

the firms~ profit distribution. To this end corporate taxation 

should be thoroughly revised~ profit distribution should be made 

cheap and the retaining of profits in the firm expensive. From 

the standpoint of growth policy this would be one of the most 

important reforms~ it would release funds for the marketso In 

order for these funds to find their way freely to new objects, 

the stamp duties to which the transfer of credit papers is 

subject should be revised or~ preferably~ abolished. Moreover, 

securities payable to the bearer should be increasingly 

substituted for other types of paper~ so as to make the secu

rities transferable and negotiable between the public~ firms and 

credit institutions. 

This kind of development and extension of the financial 

markets - presupposing reforms in the spheres of taxation and 

legislation, as well as technical reforms .- cannot, however;l 

proceed very far if no market price equilibrating the demand 

and supply of securities can be formed. A market price pre-
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supposes$ in turn, that the normal criteria of credit rating -

that is, yield, the period of currency, collaterals, risk, and 

so on - are permitted to influence it freelyo And this prerequires 

first and foremost, differentiation of the interest rates. The 

pivotal point is that the current price has also to be affected 

by expectations concerning future movements of the price level. 

If the interest rates are not desired to reflect or, for 

some reason or other, permitted to reflect these price ex-

pectations, the logical consequence would, in our opinion, be 

the application of index clauses in lending more generally and 

consistently than hitherto. 

In this way, and, it seems to me, in this way alone, would 

it be gradu~lly possible to develop financial markets proper, 

the existence of which is one of the conditions necessary for 

the mobility of funds aimed at that is, markets could be 

created to which funds would flow, where there would be buyers 

and sellers, and where the prices of securities would be 

determined by demand and supply and the normal criteria including 

a certain relationship between the prices of claims in terms of 

money and the real assets alternative to them. A further 

probable consequence would be a greater diversification of the 

types of credit institution in this country. What 1 have mainly 

in mind are financial intermediaries specializing in investment 

in equities, for exampleo Incidentally, such credit institutions 

have already been established in Sweden. 

Suggestions of this kind for developing the financial mar-

kets, which Lassila and 1 have 'advanqed in another context, are 

very closely related to my present theme. The relevant point is, 

~ 
, ~ 
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in fact 3 the changes -Co be made in the institutional framework 

within which the Bank of Finland has to pursue its monetary 

policies and the provision of extended scope for its operations. 

What part:; then.? would be played by the Bank of Finland 

in the realization of 5uch reforms? It may be legitimate to 

maintain th"",t 3 generally speaking:; the developwent of financial 

markets falls within the Bank's sphere of activity. To be sure:; 

most of the topics 1 have discussed are such that the BallJc ts not 

empowered to handle them. Yet in certain important points the 

reforms concerned are largely or exclusi vely r.'1atters of the 

Bank. In fact:; the Bank of Finland has already unJertaken several 

measures to carry out certain reforms. A case in point is the 

strong opposition shown by the Bank towards the way ~Ln w!J.tch 

th t '"" 1. ') h .l- d' . 1 1\ ~ • e governmen proposeGe co reVlse C e s Gamp .l1:CleS 0 .M.CCOralng 

to the proposa1 3 credi t and securi ty tra:8sactions:; as \~Tel1 as 

direct investments by foreigners in Finland:; would continue to 

be subject to stamp duties. The Banl{ has suggested the conversion 

of the long-term credits granted by the commercial banks ta 

firms into long-term t'ond loans from the Teollisuushypoteekki--

pankki (Industrial Mortgage Bank Ltd.)" During the current year 

s0111e such conversions have actually taken place on an appreciable 

scale. Plans have further neen prepared at the Bank of Finland 

for a considerable time now for' the developmen.t of new types of 

credi t; for the introduction and more widespread 1-:'38 af 

negotiable instruments:; fo~c example. Tl~e Ban),c has also suggested 

1. A Proposal for a Government Bill concerning Stamp Duties s 

the Duties on the Transfer of Assets and the Excise Duty 
on Playing Cards 3 Publications of the Commission for Drafting 
Legislation 3 Helsin.tci 19620 
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to the cornrnercial banks that they should apply a 50 per cent 

index clause to credits exceeding one year a procedure which has 

been practiced by the insurance cornpanies, the National Pensions 

Institute and the Treasury for a long tirne. This suggestion has 

been taken up by the commercial banks to some extent. The sug

gestion would lead to a situation in which a current price 

dependent upon the rnovements ef the general price level would 

be formed for credit papers. On the other hand, the differentia

tion of the lending rates of the comrnercial banks is an issue on 

which the Bank has so far pursued a rather conservative policy; 

it is obvious, however, that here too a more widespread applica

tion of index clauses will open up new possibilities. I shall 

merely point out that the interest rates on index-tied credits 

will af course se tt le at a lower level than those on non-index

tied credits. A more widespread application of index clauses 

and a wider differentiation of the interest rates on bank credits 

would no doubt cause the interest elernent proper in the price of 

borrowing to fall to a lower level than at present. 

The development of the financial rnarkets in the way outlined 

in the foregoing would also imply that the Bank of Finland would 

have to adapt its monetary policies to the new conditions, and 

there would be changes in its monetary instrurnents. For the 

present, however, the Bank;s regulations set certain limits for 

such reforms. Only bills of not more than three months .qualify 

for the supplementary cover of bank notes, so that the Bank is 

actually compelled to grant credits to the banks principally in 

the form of rediscounts. This has also the adverse consequence 

that the banks, in turn, have to grant credits to their customers 
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largely in the form of three--r;/)nth b=~11f3 irrespective of the 

period for which the customer actually needs the credit. On the 

other hand.9 the possi~ili t5_es open -Co the Bank of Finland of grant

ing credits against the. credit institutions' bonds are very 

limited: such credits are not permitted to exceed half of the 

Bank'"s equity capital. Thus tt is impossible for the Bank of 

Finland to make use of the type of lending that is the most 

common j_n Sweden and Denmark.9 for example. Arnendments to these 

prov5_sions are actu2,lly being considered at the Bank of Finland. 

The consequences of the various reforms.9 which would affect 

a number of sectors of the economy.9 would be quite far-reaching, 

~:hey would also affect t:;he mutual interdependence of the credi t 

policies of the Bank of Finland and the private banks; and.9 also.., 

the present state of dependence between the foreign eJcchange re

serve and the banks'" indebtedness to the central bank. If the 

reforms would as 1 believe actually facilitate growth 

policies and contribute toward a more eff:Lcient use af funds.'l they 

would also help iinprove Pinland".s external balance. The resul ting 

reallocatlon of resources and re-direction of the flow of funds 

would lmprove the competitiveness of exports and those goods 

which compete \'Ti th imports on the domestic mal"ket. 1n addition 1 

might ventuT'e 'co suggest that a development programme of the 

above ktnd mj_ght increase foreig!l investors' interest in our 

counb::y 2.nd improve ou}:' chances of attrac ting foreign capi taI 

both in the form of foreign credits and in the form of direct 

investment 0 An improved external liquidity would of course l)e 

reflected in a reduction of the banks" indebtedness to the central 

bank. 1n addition s an intensified use of :funds would entail a 1'ise 
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in the nproductivity" of the outstanding stock of credits of the 

credit institutions. If the demand for and supply of credits 

were equilibrated, it would become possible for the credit 

institutions to apply more appropriate economic criteria in 

their credit policy. A further consequence would be that the 

credit institutions' borrowing from the central bank would no 

longer take place primarily in the form of rediscounting, but 9 

rather 9 through selling bonds and other securities or through 

raising credits against them. A novel system would emerge that 

would 9 it seems to me 9 serve even the credit institutions much 

better and be far more flexible than the present 9 necessarily 

rather awkward rediscounting procedure. In this way it would be 

possible 9 in my opinion 9 for the credit institutions to improve 

gradually their liquidity with respect to the Bank of Finland; 

and it would eventually prove possible to create a situation of 

equilibrium desired by alI the parties concerned 9 as it seems 

to me where borrowing from the central bank would merely be 

used to ease temporary liquidity difficulties. 

Concluding Remarks 

In considering how the monetary policy of the Bank of Finland 

could achieve its new tasks 1 have 9 as can be seen, entirely 

excluded the possibility that these tasks would be accomplished 

through increasing regulation and controlso 1 do not believe that 

the latter kind of monetary policy could help us for long, nor 

do I believe that we could even afford such any longer. At this 

point 1 would also like to refer to the steadily increasing 

international cooperation in Europe 9 which has already begun 
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to encompass financial and monetary policies aswell. For the 

results to be lasting~ solutions must in fact be sought in 

directions other than regulation. AsI see it 3 the tasks implied 

by countercyclical policies and, in part 3 those entailed by the 

maintenance of the external balance as wel1 3 can be discharged 

so long as the central bank 3 or the central bank and the govern

ment 3 are provided with certain additional powers. It seems to me 

that in order for the policy of growth to be successfu1 3 far

reaching reforms are also imperative for the development of the 

financial markets and an increased mobility of funds; in the 

context of these reforms a thoroughgoing revision of the govern

ment's taxation policy is also required. 
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